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 Assembly Instructions for Kali-Ko Kitten Kube #K222W  
   
                   

                                  
 

 
 
 
Inventory:  The Kitten Kube #K222W consists of (3) #C24 24” high panels (1) 
#CD24  24” single door panel (1) #C48C  lid (top)  (16)  #200 panel clips  (1)  
#F22W pre drilled floor (2) #LC locking casters (2) #NLC non locking casters (4) 
#CWC caster wheels clips (4)  #250 floor divider clips (2) #175 door clips.  The 
panels will have already been connected together with #200 panel clips.  
 Please check to make sure your inventory is complete. 
 
 
Step1: Assemble the wheels onto the #F22W pre drilled floor. Follow the ‘pre-
drilled floor with wheels’ instructions enclosed with shipment. 
 
 
Step 2:  Stretch out the panels and place them in the shape of a 2’x2’ enclosure.  
The door can go wherever you choose …in the front left, front right, or on the 
side.  Do not connect the final panels together yet, however, until the floor is 
securely in place. 
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Step 3:  Place the floor inside the enclosure area with the pipe side up (flat side 
down).  Take the (4) -#250 floor divider clips and, starting to the left of the door, 
snap one clip onto the floor pipe frame and the lower panel bar, in the middle of 
the panel (see figure 1 below).  Do this to each panel as you go around the 
enclosure.  Connect the final panels together, snapping on the #200 panel clips. 
 
 
Step 4: The #C24C lid is placed on next.  Place the 2’x2’ lid on top of the 
enclosure, making sure the clips face downward.  Snap on the #200 panel clips 
to the top of the enclosure. 
 
Congratulation!  You are now ready to use your Kali-Ko Kitten Kube #K222W 
enclosure. 
 
 
                                                                   Fig. 1 
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